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Abstract- We compute power-voltage, power-
current, and causal definitions of the characteristic
impedance of microstrip and coplanar-waveguide
transmission lines on insulating and conducting
silicon substrates, and compare to measurement.

INTRODUCTION

We compute the traditional power-voltage and

power-current definitions of the characteristic

impedance [1], [2] of planar transmission lines on

insulating and conductive silicon substrates with the

full-wave method of [3] and compare them to the

causal minimum-phase definition proposed in [4].

Where possible we compare computed values of the

causal impedance to measurement. In all cases we find

good agreement. The microstrip simulations have been

reported in conference [5].

Classical waveguide circuit theories define

characteristic impedance within the context of the

circuit theory itself. That is, they develop expressions

for the voltage and current in terms of the fields in the

guide, and then define the characteristic impedance of

the guide as the ratio of that voltage and current when

only the forward mode is present. This results in a

unique definition of characteristic impedance in terms

of the wave impedance.

Classic waveguide circuit theories cannot be

applied in planar transmission lines because they do

not have a unique wave impedance. This has led to an

animated debate in the literature over the relative

merits of various definitions of the characteristic

impedance of microstrip and other planar transmission

lines.

In 1975, Knorr and Tufekcioglu [6] observed that

the power-current and power-voltage definitions of

characteristic impedance did not agree well in

microstrip lines they studied, fueling a debate over the

appropriate choice of characteristic impedance in

microstrip. They concluded that the power-current

definition was preferable because it converged more

quickly with the spectral-domain algorithm they

employed to calculate it.

In 1978, Jansen [7] observed similar differences

between characteristic impedances defined with

different definitions. Jansen finally chose a voltage-

current definition for reasons of “numerical

efficiency.” In 1978, Bianco, et. al [8] performed a

careful study of the issue, examining the dependence

of power-voltage, power-current, and voltage-current

definitions of characteristic impedance on the path

choices, and obtained very different frequency

behaviors.

In 1979, Getsinger [9] argued that the

characteristic impedance of a microstrip should be set

equal to the wave impedance of a simplified LSE

model of the microstrip line. Bianco, et. al [10]

criticized Getsinger’s conclusions, arguing that there
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was no sound basis for choosing Getsinger’s LSE-

mode wave-impedance definition over any other

definition.

In 1982, Jansen and Koster [11] argued that the

definition of characteristic impedance with the

weakest frequency dependence is best. On that basis,

Jansen and Koster recommended using the power-

current definition.

In 1991, Rautio [12] proposed a “three-

dimensional definition” of characteristic impedance.

This characteristic impedance is defined as that which

best models the electrical behavior of a microstrip line

embedded in an idealized coaxial test fixture. Recently

Zhu and Wu [13] attempted to refine Rautio’s

approach.

What the early attempts at defining the

characteristic impedance of a microstrip transmission

line lacked was a suitable equivalent-circuit theory

with well-defined properties to provide the context for

the choice. The causal waveguide circuit theory of [4],

which avoids the TEM, TE, and TM restrictions of

classical waveguide circuit theories, provides just this

context.

The causal waveguide circuit theory of [4] marries

the power normalization of [1] and [2] with additional

constraints that enforce simultaneity of the theory’s

voltages and currents and the actual fields in the

circuit. These additional constraints not only

guarantee that the network parameters of passive

devices in this theory are causal, but a minimum-phase

condition determines the characteristic impedance Z0

of a single-mode waveguide uniquely within a real

positive frequency-independent multiplier.

This approach to defining characteristic

impedance differs fundamentally from previous

approaches. It replaces the often vague criteria

employed in the past with a unique definition based on

the temporal properties and power normalization of

the microwave circuit theory.

In [14] we examined some of the implications of

the circuit theory described in [4], determining the

characteristic impedance required by the minimum-

phase constraint of that theory in a lossless coaxial

waveguide, a lossless rectangular waveguide, and an

infinitely wide metal-insulator-semiconductor

transmission line. In [5] we investigated microstrip

lines of finite width on silicon substrates, using full-

wave calculations to compute the power-voltage and

power-current definitions of the characteristic

impedance of the microstrip lines, and using a Hilbert-

transform relationship to determine the causal

minimum-phase characteristic impedance. A

comparison showed that the minimum-phase

characteristic impedance agrees well with some, but

not all, of the conventional definitions in microstrip

lines.

In this paper we expand on [5], treating

microstrips and coplanar waveguides on both lossless

and lossy substrates, and extending the study to

include common measurement methods. In each case

studied, we compare the causal power-normalized

definition to common conventional definitions

considered earlier by previous workers. We use these

studies to show explicitly how the theory of [4]

resolves the earlier debates centered around the best

definition of the characteristic impedance of a planar

transmission line. Finally, we demonstrate that the

constant-capacitance method [15] and the calibration-

comparison method [16] measure causal minimum-

phase characteristic impedances.

CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE

Following [1] and [5] we define the power-voltage

characteristic impedance ZPV from

(1)

and the power-current characteristic impedance ZPI

from
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Fig. 1. Microstrip line geometry. The signal conductor had
a conductivity of 3x107 S/m, a width of 5 :m, and a
thickness of 1 :m. The oxide layer was 1 :m thick and had
a relative dielectric constant of 3.9. The silicon substrate
was 1 :m thick and had a relative dielectric constant of
11.7. The silicon substrate may be conductive. We call out
the conductivity explicitly in the text and other figures.
(From [5].)

(2)

where the complex power p0 of the forward mode is

(3)

T is the angular frequency, z is the unit vector in the

direction of propagation, r = (x,y) is the transverse

coordinate, et and ht are the transverse electric and

magnetic fields of the forward mode, and the integral

of Poynting’s vector in (3) is performed over the entire

cross section of the guide. The voltage v0 of the

forward mode is found by integrating the electric field

over a path with

(4)

and current i0 is found by integrating the magnetic

filed over a closed path with

(5)

where l is the unit vector tangential to the integration

path.

The phase angles of the characteristic impedances

ZPV and ZPI are equal to the phase angle of p0, which is

a fixed property of the guide. This condition on the

phase of the characteristic impedance is a

consequence of the power-normalization of the circuit

theory; it is required to ensure that the time-averaged

power in the guide is equal to the product of the

voltage and the conjugate of the current [1].

The magnitude of the characteristic impedance is

determined by the choice of voltage or current path,

and is therefore not defined uniquely by the traditional

circuit theories of [1] and [2].

The causal circuit theory of [4] also imposes the

power normalization of [1], so the phase angle of the

causal characteristic impedance ZC is equal to the

phase angle of p0. However, the causal theory requires

in addition that ZC(T) be minimum phase, which

implies that

(6)

where , is the Hilbert transform. This condition

ensures that voltage (or current) excitations in the

guide do not give rise to a current (or voltage)

response before the excitation begins.

Once arg[p0] is determined by the power condition

(3), the space of solutions for |ZC| is defined by

(7)

where 8 is a real positive frequency-independent

constant that determines the overall impedance

normalization [4]. Eqn. (7) results from two facts: the

Hilbert transform has a null space consisting of the

constant functions, and elsewhere the inverse of the

Hilbert transform is its negative.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of definitions of characteristic
impedance of a microstrip line on a 100 SAcm substrate. We
matched |ZC| with |ZPV| at 5 MHz by adjusting 8 in (7). (From
[17].)
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the inverse Fourier transforms of the
causal and power/oxide-voltage characteristic impedances.
The power/oxide-voltage definition predicts a response to
current excitations before the excitation begins.

We fixed 8 in (7) by matching |ZC| and |ZPV| at a

single frequency, as discussed in [4] and [17]. We

used the lowest frequency at which we had performed

calculations to match |ZC| to |ZPV|, because we believed

our calculation errors to be smallest there.

COMPARISON OF DEFINITIONS

We used the full-wave method of [3] to calculate

the characteristic impedance of the 5 :m wide

microstrip line of Fig. 1. Figure 2 compares this

microstrip’s power-voltage, power-current, and causal

minimum-phase definitions of characteristic

impedance.

The curve in Fig. 2 labeled “ZC” is the magnitude

of the characteristic impedance determined from the

phase of p0, which we calculated with the full-wave

method of [3], and the minimum phase condition (6),
as required by the causal circuit theory of [4].

The circles labeled “ZPV (Power/total-voltage)” are

the magnitudes of the characteristic impedance we

calculated with the full-wave method [3] and defined

with a power-voltage definition. Here the voltage

integration path begins in the center of the microstrip

line at the ground plane on the back of the silicon

substrate and terminates on the signal conductor on

top of the oxide. This path corresponds to the solid

vertical line in Fig. 1.

The squares labeled “ZPI (power/center-conductor-

current)” correspond to the magnitudes of the

characteristic impedance we calculated with [3] using

a current definition, where the integration path used to

determine the current exactly encloses the microstrip

center conductor on the top surface of the substrate.

Although we did not plot the magnitude |ZVI| of the

characteristic impedance corresponding to the voltage-

current definition on this or other plots, equations (1)
and (2) imply

(8)

This shows that the magnitude of the voltage/current

characteristic impedance always lies between the

magnitudes of the power/voltage and power/current

impedances. Thus we see that the causal, power/total-

voltage, power/center-conductor-current, and total-

voltage/center-conductor-current definitions of

characteristic impedance all agree closely in this

microstrip. This indicates that all of these

conventional formulations are consistent with the
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causal power-normalized characteristic impedance

required by the new circuit theory of [4].

RESOLVING PATH CHOICES

The traditional circuit theories of [1] and [2] do

not uniquely specify the integration path used to

define the voltage. This motivated the study by

Bianco, et. al [8] of the effects of changing paths on

the characteristic impedance of lossless microstrip

lines. That study showed that path choice plays a

significant role in determining the high-frequency

behavior of the characteristic impedance. We will now

demonstrate how the circuit theory of [4] resolves this

issue of path choice in a microstrip line on a

conductive silicon substrate.

To illustrate how the theory of [4] can be used to

resolve the debates centered around the definition of

characteristic impedance, consider the voltage

integration path beginning at the surface of the silicon

substrate and going through the oxide to the signal

conductor. This path is just as consistent with the

traditional circuit theories of [1] and [2] as the total-

voltage path we discussed earlier. Furthermore, one

might imagine that, since devices in the transmission

line are typically fabricated on the surface of the

silicon substrate and connected directly between the

surface of the silicon substrate and the signal

conductor, that this voltage path corresponds most

closely to the actual voltage across the device, and

might be the best choice upon which to base the

definition of characteristic impedance.

Fig. 2 shows that the power/oxide-voltage

characteristic impedance, which is labeled “ZPV

(Power/oxide-voltage)” and is defined with a voltage

integration path corresponding only to that part of the

total path in the oxide, agrees well with the

power/total-voltage characteristic impedance at low

frequencies, but differs significantly from the

power/total-voltage definition at the high frequencies.

This is because at low frequencies the electric-field

lines terminate in charges at the surface of the silicon

substrate, and so the voltage drop across the oxide

equals the total voltage drop across the oxide and the

substrate.

At higher frequencies the surface charges cannot

“follow” the electric field. That is, at higher

frequencies, surface charges do not compensate the

fields inside the substrate, and the electric field

penetrates deeply into the silicon substrate. This is the

“quasi-TEM” region of operation described by

Hasegawa et al. [18]. As a result, the voltage drop

across the oxide becomes only a small fraction of the

total voltage drop between the center conductor and

the ground, and a large discrepancy develops between

the power/total-voltage and power/oxide-voltage

characteristic impedances.

The figure also shows that it is the power/total-

voltage characteristic impedance that agrees most

closely with the characteristic impedance required by

the minimum-phase condition and the causal circuit

theory of [4]. It appears that the “partial” voltage

across the oxide does not produce a result consistent

with the causal requirements of [4]: apparently not all

voltage paths are created equal!

To calculate the causal characteristic impedance

ZC from the minimum-phase constraint of (6), we

extrapolated our calculated values of arg(p0) by

assuming that they approach 0 smoothly and

uniformly at high frequencies, as described in [17].

Figure 2 shows in dashed lines the bounds from [4]

and [17] on the total error we could have made in

calculating ZC due to unexpected behavior in arg(p0) at

frequencies above 150 GHz. The fact that the

magnitude of the power/oxide-voltage characteristic

impedance falls well outside of these error bounds

confirms that the power/oxide-voltage definition

cannot be minimum phase, and is thus not consistent

with the causality constraints of [4].

Figure 3 compares the inverse Fourier transforms

of the causal minimum-phase and power/oxide-voltage

characteristic impedances. The figure show that the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of definitions of characteristic
impedance of a 5 :m wide microstrip line on a substrate
with a resistivity of 0.001 SAcm. The dimensions are shown
in Fig. 1.
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1 GHz by adjusting 8 in (7) to better illustrate the agreement
between the definitions; the dimensions are shown in Fig. 1.
(Lossy silicon data from [5].)inverse Fourier transform of ZC is 0 for negative times,

and starts at time 0, as expected.

The figure also shows that the inverse Fourier

transform of the power/oxide-voltage characteristic

impedance begins well before time 0. Thus the

power/oxide-voltage impedance definition predicts

that the voltage at the input of this microstrip line will

respond to a current excitation before the excitation

begins. This is clearly not physical, and will cause

instabilities when this and other network parameters

of associated circuit theory are used in conventional

temporal simulations.

Figure 4 shows a similar study of power-current

definitions on a highly conductive silicon substrate in

which the substrate skin-effect plays an important

role. The figure compares ZC to the conventional

power/total-voltage and power/center-conductor-

current definitions, and to power/substrate-current and

power/ground-plane-current definitions of

characteristic impedance. In these two latter cases we

set the current equal to the return current solely in the

silicon substrate or solely in the perfect metal

conductor on the back of the substrate.

At low frequencies, the return current in the

microstrip line takes the path of least resistance, which

is in the perfect conductor on the back of the substrate.

As a result, the power/ground-plane-current

characteristic impedance agrees closely with the

power/center-conductor-current characteristic

impedance at low frequencies.

The skin effect plays an important role in the

current distribution at high frequencies, and forces the

return current to the surface of the silicon substrate as

the frequency increases. As a result, at high

frequencies, the return current in the ground plane

drops far below that of the total current carried by the

center conductor. This results in the divergence of the

power/ground-plane-current and power/center-

conductor-current characteristic impedances seen in

Fig. 4 at high frequencies.

Likewise, at the high frequencies, the return

current in the silicon closely matches the current

carried by the center conductor. However, at the low

frequencies, where most of the return current flows in

the ground plane, the return current in the substrate

becomes much smaller than the center-conductor

current, and again we see large differences between

definitions.

So, while the figure shows that the conventional

power/total-voltage and power/center-conductor-

current definitions studied before are close to ZC, the

power/substrate-current and the power/ground-plane-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of measured characteristic impedances
of a coplanar waveguide and microstrip lines fabricated on
a semi-insulating gallium-arsenide substrate with causal
calculations.

current definitions are not. Neither the “partial” return

current in the ground plane nor the partial return

current in the substrate yield a characteristic

impedance consistent with the requirements of [4].

While these examples may appear somewhat

contrived, they do illustrate nicely how the causal

power-normalized circuit theory of [4] can be used to

resolve the issues of path choice in planar

transmission lines a clear and unambiguous way.

Figure 5 compares the causal, power/total-voltage,

and power/center-conductor-current definitions for the

microstrip line of Fig. 1 over a broad range of

substrate conductivity. Again, from relation (8) we see

that the magnitude of the total-voltage/center-

conductor-current characteristic impedance will be

just between the magnitude of the power/total-voltage,

and power/center-conductor-current definitions. The

figure shows that all of these definitions of

characteristic impedance are in approximate

agreement over the entire frequency range.

However, the conventional power/total-voltage

and power/center-conductor-current characteristic

impedances plotted in Fig. 5 are slightly different on

low-loss substrates at high frequencies. Since [4]

shows that the causal power-normalized characteristic

impedance is unique, and both of these conventional

definitions are power normalized, we conclude that, to

at least some extent, one or both of them violates

causality.

We determined |Zc| in Fig. 5 from the Hilbert

transform of its phase, which we had calculated with

the full-wave method of [3] to 100 GHz. To perform

the Hilbert transform we extrapolated the phase of Zc

smoothly to 0 at large frequencies. However, errors in

this phase extrapolation will result in errors in |Zc| at

lower frequencies. We calculated the error bounds

given in [4] for errors in |Zc| due to errors in this

extrapolation, and found that the differences between

the two conventional definitions were still somewhat

below those bounds. From this we concluded that,

while we can state with certainty that at least one of

the two conventional definitions violates causality, we

are, at least with our band-limited calculations, still

unable to distinguish which one does so.

MEASUREMENT

Where possible we measured the characteristic

impedance and compared the result to ZC. Figure 6

compares calculated values of ZC to the measured

characteristic impedance of a coplanar waveguide

(CPW) and a microstrip line fabricated on

semiinsulating gallium arsenide substrates. The CPW

had a 71 :m wide center conductors separated from

two 250 :m wide ground lines by 49 :m wide gaps.

The gold conductors were evaporated to a thickness of

0.5683 :m on a 500 :m thick semi-insulating gallium-

arsenide substrate, and had a measured conductivity of

3.685x107 S/m. The microstrip was fabricated on a

100 :m thick semi-insulating gallium-arsenide

substrate, and its center conductor was 75 :m wide,

0.964 :m thick, and had a measured conductivity of

3.76x107 S/m.

We used the measurement method of [15] to

characterize the coplanar waveguide and microstrip

from measurements of their propagation constant and

low-frequency capacitance. We measured the

capacitance using a load and the method of [19], and
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Fig. 7. Comparison of measured and calculated
characteristic impedances for the silicon transmission lines
described in [16].

measured the propagation constant with a multiline

thru-reflect-line calibration [20].

To estimate our random measurement errors, we

performed the CPW and microstrip measurements

twice. We found that the measured magnitudes of the

characteristic impedance never differed by more than

0.5 S, and the differences were always below 0.05 S

above 250 MHz and less than to 0.02 S above 5 GHz.

The measured phases never differed by more than 0.3

degrees, and were always below 0.05 degrees above

100 MHz, and below 0.02 degrees above 5 GHz. We

also performed the microstrip measurements on two

different calibration sets on the same wafer, and found

a nearly constant magnitude offset of 0.7 S. We also

found a decreasing but systematic difference of the

phases of the characteristic impedances on the two

calibration sets. However, the differences in phase

were less than 0.2 degrees above 1 GHz, and less than

0.03 degrees above 10 GHz. We concluded from these

comparisons that the random errors in the

measurements were negligible.

We computed ZC from arg(p0) calculated with the

full-wave method of [3]. The good agreement in the

figure indicates that the characteristic-impedance

measurements are, indeed, causal and power-

normalized, and that the systematic errors in the

measurements are small.

We also compared causal calculations to

measurements of the transmission lines fabricated on

lossy silicon substrates described in [16] and sketched

in Fig. 7. These lines had a 50 :m by 50 :m pad

connected to a 10 :m wide center conductor

fabricated on a 0.5 :m thick oxide layer grown on a

silicon substrate with a resistivity of approximately

0.0125 SAcm. The transmission line also employed

two 20 :m wide metal rails connected by a continuous

10 :m wide via through the oxide to a 10 :m wide

ohmic contact to the silicon substrate. These coplanar-

waveguide-like ground returns were fabricated at a

distance of 100 :m from the microstrip-like center

conductor to reduce the resistance of the ground return

through the substrate. However, even with these

coplanar-waveguide-like ground returns, our

calculations show that the skin effect in the substrate

plays an important role in the transmission line

behavior, increasing the resistance per unit length of

the line from its dc value by approximately a factor of

5 at 25 GHz.

These lines violate the constant-capacitance

assumption employed by the measurement method of

[15], so we measured the characteristic impedance of

the lines with the calibration-comparison method

described in [16]. This method is optimized to account

for the large capacitive parasitics typical of contact

pads fabricated on silicon substrates [16].

Figure 7 compares these measurements to

calculations performed with the quasi-analytic method

of [21], and to a causal impedance we calculated from

the phase of Z0 determined by [21]. The magnitudes

are so close that they cannot be distinguished on the

graph.

We were not able to verify directly that the phase

of Z0 calculated by the method of [21] was set equal to

arg(p0), so we cannot say with certainty that the

measured characteristic impedance is power-

normalized. Nevertheless, the agreement between the

causal magnitude calculation, the calculations of [21],

and the measurements is close. While we were not

able to determine independently how large our random
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measurement errors were, the results do indicate that

both the measurement method of [16] and the

calculation method of [21] determined causal

minimum-phase characteristic impedances. We found

similar agreement between calculation and

measurement for lines fabricated on this substrate with

center conductors 2-:m, 5-:m, and 50-:m wide.

CONCLUSION

The causal power-normalized waveguide circuit

theory of [4] ensures simultaneity of its voltages,

currents, and fields. This ensures that the network

parameters retain a number of physical temporal

properties required for time-domain simulation. In this

work we have shown how this new theory resolves the

debate around the definition of characteristic

impedance of planar transmission lines, showing that

the minimum-phase constraints on the characteristic

impedance required by the causal theory are met by

some, but not all, of the power/voltage and

power/current definitions in the planar transmission

lines we studied.

In the cases studied, we also found that the

measurement methods of [15] and [16] determined

characteristic impedances consistent with the causal

requirements of the circuit theory of [4].

We hope that more detailed comparisons of the

causal power-normalized characteristic impedance of

planar guides with conventional definitions will

resolve the more subtle questions, such as exact

starting and ending points in lossy microstrip

conductors for the voltage path required to render a

power-voltage definition of the characteristic

impedance consistent with the impedance required by

the theory of [4].
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